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Abstract
Advancement in the field of sensors and other portable technologies have resulted in a bevy of
health monitoring devices such as blue-tooth and Wi-Fi enabled weighing scales and wearables
which help individuals monitor their personal health. This collected information provides a
plethora of data points over intervals of time that a primary care physician can utilize to gain a
holistic understanding of an individual’s health and provide a more effective and personalized
treatment. A drawback of the existing health monitoring devices is that they are not integrated with
the professional medical infrastructure. With the wealth of information collected, it is also not
feasible for a physician to look through all the data to obtain relevant information or patterns from
multiple health monitoring systems. Therefore, it would be beneficial to have a single platform of
hardware devices to monitor and collect data and a software application to securely store the
collected information, identify patterns for analysis, and summarize the data for the physician and
the patient.
The aim of this study was to design and develop an unobtrusive, user friendly system, Aevum,
which would integrate technology, adapt itself to changes in consumer behavior and integrate with
the existing healthcare infrastructure to help an individual monitor their health in a customized
manner. Aevum is a multi-device system consisting of a smart, puck-shaped hardware product, a
wristband and a software application available to the patient as well as the physician. In addition
to monitoring vitals such as heart rate, blood pressure, body temperature and weight, Aevum can
monitor environmental factors that affect an individual’s health and uses personalized metrics such
as precise calorie intake and medication management to monitor health. This allows the user to
personalize Aevum based on their health condition. Finally, Aevum identifies patterns of
anomalies in the collected data and compiles the information which can be accessed by the
physician to assist in their treatment.
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Chapter I - Introduction
The Patient-Doctor Conversation
There is nothing that scares a person than a visit to the family physician, be it for a regular, preplanned annual check-up or an unplanned trip when they are ill. The medical encounter between
a patient and a doctor has long been studied by conversation analysts as an arena of naturally
occurring conversations. 1 As medical organizations and hospitals move towards patient-centered
care from disease-centered care, it becomes important to remove the various pain points from this
important interaction. Good communication with the patient is as beneficial for the doctors as it is
for the patient. As the communication improves with the doctor, patients tend to open-up and
commit themselves to the process ahead.1 This leads to a satisfactory result for both, leading to an
efficient use of medical services and patients better adhering to the post treatment regimen
prescribed by the doctor. 1

Patient’s point of view
Patient satisfaction, as a concept, is increasingly gaining traction in medical research and literature,
reflecting a developing focus on patient-centered care.1 Patients have certain expectations from
their visit and when they depart, they cross reference their experience with these expectations to
determine the quality of the medical encounter. It is only possible to satisfy a patient by either
meeting or exceeding their expectations.2 It makes sense to start by addressing the question, “Who
is a patient?” A patient is referred to as “anyone voluntarily or involuntarily seeking medical care
for a perceived condition of their health”.3
The first major pain point for a patient starts from the point of booking an appointment with the
doctor. The channels of communication to make an appointment have improved over the past few
decades, from walking in and waiting to see the doctor, to calling and booking an appointment, to
now; using various services on the internet to book appointments in a matter of seconds on your
computer or smartphone.4 There is a need to provide a lot of personal and medical information on
forms, either while making the appointment or while at the doctor’s office before the appointment.
The patient must remember the symptoms which led them to believe that something is wrong,
along with other information such as their family medical history, events leading up to the visit
1

and information on the cause of their problem.
Waiting time at clinics plays a crucial role in determining patient satisfaction.5 The average waiting
time varies between 7 minutes to as much as 66 minutes in family practice doctor clinics; while it
varies between 12 to 45 minutes in specialty doctor clinics. 6 The average cumulative wait time for
all clinics, specialty or family practice across the United States is 18.5 minutes.6 This causes
incredible discomfort to someone who is already worried about their physical condition. This
additional and unwarranted stress on the patient hinders their ability to communicate their
symptoms clearly to the doctor.

Figure 1 Patient wait times for family practice and specialty doctors in mainland United States6

Doctor’s point of view
A doctor is “any person who has undergone recognized training in biomedicine and has been
authorized by society to practice it without restriction.”3 The doctors have to be prepared for a
whole range of patients from children who do not possess the capacity to explain what is happening
to them to the elderly, who need specialized treatment, expect empathetic care and concern for
their well-being and require constant reassurance as well. The internet has not made it easy for the
doctors either with an avalanche of home remedies and medical diagnosis available to people at
the click of a button. Patients have their own expectation with regards to how much information
they require from the doctor pre-appointment and compare this with the amount of information
2

they receive post-appointment. They expect to be treated in a caring yet competent manner, while
they also make a note of the physical appearance (clothes worn) and expressions of the nurses and
doctors.7 Each encounter at the clinic improves or deteriorates the quality of the patient’s encounter
and a doctor’s approval is the sum of these interactions.8

Figure 2 Illustration of a doctor-patient conversation

A study by Booth, Harrison, et al.9, surveying close to 1600 patients in the Emergency ward and
General Clinic of the Manchester Medical Hospital and University, showed that patient
satisfaction, despite wait times exceeding 40 minutes to see the doctor, was high for two reasons:
A) The highly satisfied patients made a note that they were constantly attended to by the nurse
practitioners; who made them feel at ease and provided constant reassurance after reading the
patients’ vitals and B) The amount of time the doctor spent examining them and explaining the
future course of action was comparable to the amount of time they waited.
The conclusions drawn from the research of Booth, Harrison, et al. 9 illustrates some very important
points. They talk about personalized care and constant monitoring by the nurse practitioners. The
patients were empowered when they were constantly provided information on their vitals by the
nurses and constant reassurance helped put them at ease that the symptoms they were experiencing
did not pose any apparent risk.
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The push for personalized healthcare
Health insurance and healthcare costs have increased by almost 200% over the past 20 years.10
Medical bills are a major factor in more than 60% of personal bankruptcy cases in the United States
despite 75% of these cases involving individuals who had medical insurance coverage at the time.11
Insurance in the United States has been intrinsically tied to an individual’s job. Most insurance
companies provide a discounted rate for companies who then take it from the employee’s
paycheck. Despite this access to affordable health insurance, almost 40% of working age
Americans are currently paying out medical bill debt.10 Moreover, because of the recession and
increasing health insurance costs, the number of Americans who are uninsured has risen from 38
million to about 52 million in the past 5 years. 10

Figure 3 Percentage of dollar spent on healthcare by the average American as of 2013. 10

The rapid changes in health-care costs and insurance coverage are convincing corporations,
insurance companies and health-care groups to encourage patients to take more control over their
own health. Empowering the patient and democratizing medicine is the inevitable way forward for
the field. The medical field has for long been incessantly evolving from within, slowly chipping
away what we can call old medicine, creating a new one.12
The individuals born towards the end of the Baby Boom generation and all the generations behind
them want to control their health-care more and are comfortable in using technology tools to do
that. 13 About 23% of the American population will be 60 years or older by the year 2030. 11 Rising
costs of assisted living facilities along with the fear of living in an unfamiliar location among
unfamiliar people only increases the need for better personalized health monitoring. The fear of
living in an assisted home facility for the elderly, along with the acceptance of technology among
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the baby boom generation has increased the need for in-home healthcare. 11
Baby boomers will contribute to a growing medical crisis.11 As lifespans increase and
demographics shift, the number of adults requiring health care increases. Health care providers
will come under immense strain as they will have to cater to a large population needing medical
assistance combined with the rising cost of medical procedures. 11
The market is filled with close to ten thousand devices and 40,000 mobile medical applications
that monitor everything from blood pressure levels to brain wave pattern recognition.14 About 65%
of these devices are wearable and the rest are stand-alone (Blood pressure machines, weight scales,
etc. are considered stand-alone).12

Figure 4 Example of a stand-alone smart device (iHealth Bluetooth blood pressure) available in the market

An Internet survey in December 201315 of close to 2000 people across different demographics
showed that 7 in 10 Americans monitored at least one health indicator, with 60% of the respondents
monitoring weight, diet and exercise and 33% monitoring blood pressure, blood glucose levels and
sleep patterns. The same survey put forth an interesting statistic that only 46% of the people who
tracked at least one measure ended up changing their approach to maintaining their health.13
Personalized health monitoring is most definitely the way forward. There has been a recent spurt
in news articles about how information obtained from health monitoring devices such as Fitbit and
Apple watch have been able to save an individual’s life.16 This news must be celebrated and looked
upon as a stepping stone to create a health monitoring device or system that not only helps monitor
several aspects of an individual’s health and well-being but also integrates with the existing
medical infrastructure.
The advent of the smartphone and wireless sensors has helped in the advancement of personalized
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health monitoring. With about 80% of the world’s adult population in possession of a
smartphone,17 the next step is to enable the patients to generate data about their health and use
machine learning, cloud computing and artificial intelligence to interpret it for them.
The data created by the number of devices on the market, results in an erratic dispersion of the
data. Different modalities are measured by different devices and these devices exist in their own
closed ecosystem. This problem, again, can be sorted by developing devices that feed into the
existing medical infrastructure. 15
The California Healthcare Foundation survey also noted that 60% of the population is still wary
of personalized wrist bands and other measuring devices with respect to the security of their data,
the accuracy of it and ease of use. 13 If they must be integrated with the existing healthcare
infrastructure, it is imperative that health tracking devices be held to the highest security standards.
Ability to safely dispose used and worn out devices should be made available.
As the study tries to traverse through this vast landscape of digital medicine in the hopes of
empowering the patient and enhancing patient-doctor conversation with personalized health
monitoring, it will look at how personalized health monitoring has evolved as an idea over time
since its inception. Interviews with doctors, present and future consumers, to study the impact of
the numerous health monitoring devices in the market were conducted as part of the research. The
best-selling wearables in the market were benchmarked to understand their successes and
limitations. This paper draw conclusions by conceptualizing a system that will help ease the
patient-doctor conversation.

6

Chapter II – Painting A Picture
What is Personal Health Monitoring?
Personal Health Monitoring is where individuals use tools like sensors and other portable
technologies to collect, process and display a wealth of personal data to help them monitor and
manage all aspects of their personal health.18

History
The history of Personal Health monitoring traces back to the advent of Family Medicine in the
mid-1800s.19 A solo physician, informally trained by an older physician, would serve the entire
family. The physician would set fractures, deliver babies, treat a multitude of illnesses and even
help the dying.20 The family physicians would know the patient’s medical history including their
allergies and the medication prescribed. This resulted in them also being their pharmacist.21 The
problem with family medicine was that there was no formal education or training for the physicians
and there was a lot of ‘quackery’.22 This led to the establishment and incorporation of the American
Medical Association over the turn of the century.
Family medicine continued to flourish well into the mid-20th century but things started to change
in the 1960s.18 The middle class was growing, families became nuclear and moved to the cities
where hospitals were established and run by formally trained doctors.18 Between 1930 and 1974,
physicians, or “General Practitioners” as they came to be called in the late 20th century, practicing
family medicine dropped from 83% to 18% and there was a concomitant increase in the number
of specialty doctors. 17 Physicians and patients alike believed that the trend towards specialized
care had fragmented the health care industry and weakened the patient-doctor relationship.23 Dr.
Lewis Smith, a general practitioner in Brooklyn, New York mentioned to Steven Dennis, “There
are 57 different specialists to treat 57 different diseases but not one physician to take care of a
patient.”23 There was a growing public outcry, especially in small town America, over fragmented
medical care which lead to the creation of a ‘specialty’ called “Family Medicine.” 23
Gerteis et al. described a similar problem with the fragmentation of healthcare and called to move
towards patient centered care. One of the solutions was, “Electronic Personal Health records.”24 A
personal health record, as defined by the Federal Trade Commission, is an “electronic record of
identifiable health information about an individual, that can be drawn from multiple sources and
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that is managed, shared and controlled by or primarily for the individual.”25
Traditional personal health records (PHRs) trace back to the early 1930s. In this traditional method,
the health care provider stored and maintained the patient’s medical records. The health care
provider would also make updates to the records as required. The system worked because people
were not as mobile as they are now, and it helped with continuity of care of the individual.26 The
record would consist of the person’s medical history, course of treatment in any previous visits
and record any other communication with the provider. The maintenance of this record also helped
in the protecting the legal rights and interests of both patients and providers.27
As people started becoming more mobile, towards the end of the century; it became apparent that
PHRs on paper did not make much sense. Health care providers sprouted across the country and
in the late 1950s with the discovery of X-rays, better pills to fight infection, penicillin and other
scientific advancements, medicine was growing across the world. 25
Medical tourism became a trend and continues to be a major source of revenue for many
countries.28 The technological advancement resulted in the fragmenting of an individual’s medical
records. A person would go to a specialist in Florida to treat a particular disease, while travelling
to India to treat some other health condition.28 The necessity to defragment a patient’s medical
history resulted in computerized or electronic medical records that could be carried by the patient
or transferred by the hospital to any other provider in the country of treatment.28 An electronic
health record system was first implemented in Utah’s Latter-Day Saints Hospital and later used by
the military. 24 The huge IT corporations such as Microsoft came into the picture in the 1990s and
developed standardized electronic health record software that ran on its Windows platform. 24
It was not until 2007 that the United States government created an initiative to make electronic
health records available to most Americans by 2014. This was a direct result of the lack of
preparedness to Hurricane Katrina.29 The victims of the Hurricane were unable to refill
prescriptions and provide their new health care provider with their old diagnostic tests because
their health records were paper-based and destroyed, or electronically stored at an inaccessible
facility. This lead to the development and deployment of integrated data records.29
The legacy of President George Bush was carried forth by President Barack Obama and almost all
Americans had access to a national electronic health record system by the end of 2014. This was
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considered as Personal Health Record 2.0.29 Though there are multiple providers for electronic
health records standardized to help the individual and the doctor understand what is happening
with their health, problems persist with regards to the usability of the Personal Health Records.
Patients have limited access to enter, maintain and disclose portions of their record and there is
limited assistance provided to help the elderly, disabled and immigrant populations who use these
records. 27

Smart Healthcare
Joseph Schumpeter, who was the Finance Minister of Austria, termed creative destruction as this
mutation that would completely revolutionize any industry, destroying the old school of thought
while at the same time developing a new one.30 The internet, especially the bandwidth of mobile
connectivity available to us today coupled with advancements in wireless sensors, imaging and
genomics, has created this super convergence of events creating a paradigm shift in healthcare.

Figure 5 Illustration depicting the creative destruction of medicine

Within a decade, we have moved from desktop health monitoring devices to wearables monitoring
the most acute health conditions. These devices have been able to lessen the burden on the
healthcare infrastructure. The advancement in sensor technology has helped to miniaturize a
number of devices for health monitoring.31 Using the electrocardiogram as an example, the
following figure illustrates how the core technology has been miniaturized from water buckets and
vacuum tubes to table top and portable devices with transistors, and finally to wearable devices
9

with integrated circuits.32 It is possible that the device might evolve into a stretchable wearable
fabric with organic electronics in the future.33

Figure 6 Graph showing the evolution of Electrocardiogram (ECG) machine with improvement in technology31

Google is developing a contact lens with sensors built on them to detect cataract growth, glaucoma,
glucose levels and any increase in ocular power.34 Sensors have been developed to study and
recognize brain wave patterns35, wireless electrocardiograph, percentage of oxygen and minerals
in blood36 among others. Sensors can be used to detect changes in behavioral patterns caused by
the onset of an illness in patients.37
Gamification of sensors is a growing field, meant to collect important data on physical activity,
movement, posture and calories burnt.38 This has been helpful in getting people out and about.
Physical activity in real life correlates to some reward in the virtual world. For example, Adidas
placed a chip in running shoes, which measured the amount of physical activity. It added this
information to a player created by the user in the EA Sports NBA Live game. The more the
physical activity in real life, the higher the jump in attribute scores for the created player in the
game.39
Imaging systems have improved tremendously over the past decade. High tech imaging systems
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are now built in with video game consoles such as Xbox and PlayStation. These imaging systems
can detect the faintest change in a person’s skin color, any bruises and several other physical
features of the person. Imaging systems are currently being developed to measure the amount of
light reflected by the body of a person. This can then help us to detect the body temperature and
pulse rate at that point in time.40
The advancement in technology coupled with the growth in pervasive computing has meant that
despite being widely used in clinical settings for many years, these devices can provide real time
information by connecting with the existing widely available internet infrastructure.41 It is now
possible to facilitate a timely intervention to catastrophic health events such as a stroke or heart
attack, if connected with the existing medical infrastructure.42 This has been extremely useful in
bringing expert treatment to rural and remote areas where it is not readily available.42 In addition,
unobtrusive and wearable health monitoring devices has helped people closely track their
wellbeing, promoting an active and healthy lifestyle and facilitating the implementation of
preventive measures at an earlier stage.43
The internet has caused a paradigm shift in our lives, and it has not missed out on health. Multiple
forums of people discussing their health issues, symptoms and recovery schedule is available for
everyone to see. The internet combined with mobile connectivity, social networking and cloud
computing have been the real drivers of change in the healthcare industry. Information systems
with complex algorithms built in, look through the data thrown out by millions of users and provide
them with accurate personalized infographics on their health and well-being.
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Chapter III – Research
Methodology
The research methodology while approaching this paper was to begin by benchmarking some of
the more popular health monitoring devices in the market today. These include the Apple Watch,
Nike Fuelband, Jawbone Up and the Fitbit Flex. The author of this study used the health monitoring
devices to compare their parameters. It also goes on to conduct user research interviews with
doctors and consumers to understand their perspective on health monitoring devices as well as
figuring out their preference of metrics that they want tracked. Several studies were researched to
understand; a) the importance of data in health monitoring, b) various experiments with health
monitoring and c) the latest technology available to monitor personal health.

Benchmarking
The Nike Fuel Band

The Nike Fuel Band was launched in the month of January 2012 as an activity tracker. It
consisted of a black polycarbonate band that was to be worn around the wrist. The data could be
tracked live on a smartphone mobile application which was available on both the iOS App Store
as well as the Android Play Store.

Figure 7 A Nike fuel band

The Nike Fuel band could be used to track the distance the person had run, the period of the
physical activity, the time of day and the number of calories burnt during the physical activity.
The major positive point of the band and the app was the social life that came along with it. People
basically competed against their friends and family who also had the band. This social life acted
as a major motivator for the people using the band.
Nike, to increase the benefits of using the band regularly, included what they called NikeFuel
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Points. NikeFuel Points could be used as a reward point while making a purchase in a Nike Store.
This tied up the whole ecosystem perfectly. The biggest problem however was that the band did
not do much beyond just counting your steps and measuring the number of miles one ran/walked
during the day. There was no benefit to the band other than pushing you to run or walk while
wearing it every day.
It appeared that this band did not provide the user with any more functionality than a regular
activity tracker, except for the social motivation. Data upload via Bluetooth worked flawlessly;
however, there was no analysis done on the data obtained. The battery lasted the listed 8 days
which was a positive. However, considering the limited functionality of the device, this was not a
selling point.

Figure 8 Screenshots submitted by Nike for NikeFuel app in the iOS App Store

The Jawbone Up

The Jawbone Up is a rubber coated wristband launched by the American company Jawbone in
the year 2011. The wristband was accompanied by a smartphone application available in the iOS
app store and Android play store. The Up was marketed as the quintessential health monitoring
wearable device.
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Figure 9 A Jawbone Up band

The Jawbone Up did not just track the distance covered on a run/walk by an individual and count
the steps taken during the day, it also analyzed sleeping patterns, adjusted itself to various workout
activities such as the treadmill, elliptical, weights and stretches to determine the number of calories
burned during a workout session. It also measured and adjusted the calories burnt while playing
sports such as swimming, tennis, badminton and golf.
The Up app went one step further by measuring the calorie intake of a person based on the meals
they ate during the day. This was a helpful feature for the people who watched what they ate or for
those who were on a controlled diet.
The app also had a social life like the NikeFuel band app. Here you controlled what you shared
with your friends and family and could also graphically compare the physical activity of two of
your friends or your friends with yourself.
The biggest drawback while using this device was however, the manual input one had to provide
for almost every activity. Except for measuring the distance run or walked and the calories burnt
during that run, nothing was ubiquitous. The activities performed, or the sport played had to be
manually entered during or before the workout.
Even the food intake had to be mentioned in detail, for the app to analyze and determine the number
of calories consumed. It did not have all the ingredients that went into specific diets and it became
tedious to input the entries for every single meal. It provided no qualitative analysis on the all the
data it gathered over a period. It did provide some graphs on the workouts when the information
was manually input, and the sleep pattern recognition worked as described by the manufacturer.
The battery lasted for close to 15 days and charging via the 3.5 mm jack was helpful.
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Figure 10 App screenshots provided by Jawbone in the iOS App Store

A key point against the Jawbone is that, it is just an activity tracker that cannot provide more
input to the doctor than whether a person is active or not.
Fitbit Flex

The Fitbit Flex is an anodized rubber wrist band launched by the American company Fitbit in
January 2013. The Fitbit flex is accompanied by a smartphone application available on the iOS
App Store and Android Play Store.

Figure 11 A Fitbit Flex band

The Fitbit Flex has features pretty like the Jawbone Up. The Flex can measure the distance you
ran and measures the calories burnt during a physical activity. It can also adjust the calculations to
measure the calories burnt for various activities such as working out in the gym or while
swimming, playing tennis or during a round of golf. The Flex can also measure and analyze your
sleep patterns to ensure you are getting just the right amount of REM sleep needed.
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It has one distinct feature that is not available in either the Nike Fuel Band or the Jawbone Up and
that is the heart rate monitor. This is a very important feature especially when you are talking about
integrating a device with the medical infrastructure. In fact, there have been stories on how the
emergency room doctors used the heart rate graph from a man’s Fitbit flex to understand what
happened and save his life.44

Figure 12 Screenshot of the Fitbit Flex dashboard from the iOS App Store

Like the Jawbone Up, the Fitbit Flex suffers from having to manually input a lot of information
for it to be useful. Though it is flawless while tracking your sleep, sleeping with the idea that you
are wearing something on your wrist, much like the Jawbone, makes it uncomfortable. The Fitbit
Flex also measures your sexual activity to give the user a more accurate analysis of their physical
activity during the day. This again must be manually input, and it asks personal questions such as
how vigorous the activity was and for how long. It appeared that this was not generally liked by a
lot of the users as gathered from online user forums.
Apple Watch

Apple Watch was launched in April 2015 as a smartwatch with a primary purpose of tracking
activity and monitoring health of an individual. The device could measure the heart rate, the
number of calories burned by an individual during an activity as well measure sleep quality, if
worn throughout the night. The watch was expensive with the cheapest variant selling at $400 as
compared to the sub $150 price range of the other products discussed above.
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Figure 13 An Apple Watch Series 1

Another unique feature of the Apple watch was that it was not only water proof, it was swim proof.
The activity tracking in the Apple watch was through an app named ‘Activity’. Apple had separate
apps to measure ‘Workout’ and your heartbeat. They did create an environment in which
developers could create apps for the Apple watch that could measure or monitor all these activities
in one place. Apple does not have an app to measure sleep quality to this day and it must be done
so via third party app developers.
It cannot determine the activity the user is performing on its own. There needs to be a manual input
from the user’s end as to whether they are walking or running indoors/outdoors, or swimming
among other activities. Moreover, even with the apps measuring sleep quality, manual entry was
required to start the measurement before going to sleep.

Figure 14 Screenshots of the “Workout’ and “Activity” app of the Apple watch

The battery life was about 8 hours which was not ideal if the user wanted to measure sleep patterns
for longer durations than that. The cardiac monitoring part of the watch has improved over time
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and the latest edition of the Apple Watch measures the resting heart rate, atrial fibrillation and
incorporates a GPS. Though used in some cases by doctors to help patients45, the Apple watch
does not integrate with the medical infrastructure.
Based on the usage of the four devices described above, currently, it appears that they are just
glorified physical activity trackers. There is not much context based and qualitative health
monitoring happening with these wristbands. It is also important to understand that a good amount
of time spent at home is not measured or tracked. These devices generate large amounts of data,
but it seems to that almost none of it will be useful in a clinical visit.

User Research
The next step in the research was to conduct user interviews to understand their needs from a
personalized health monitoring point of view. The aim of the study was to understand the user’s
thoughts about existing health monitoring systems and determine whether a system can be
designed that might be adopted by individuals for everyday use – even by those who would not
characterize themselves as sick or in need of health monitoring. The aim was to design and develop
a health monitoring system after analyzing the results from these interviews.
10 Rochester based health professionals including a gerontologist, 3 nurses specializing in home
care, 3 neuropsychologists and 2 general physicians and a doctor specializing geriatrics, were
interviewed. These interviews ended up as unstructured conversations as these experts could not
visualize how non-clinical monitoring using emerging technology would help with their practice.
The nurses especially had not yet considered the depth of the patient’s conditions that technology
will be able to monitor. Some of the doctors suggested new health status indicators that could be
tracked outside the clinic and these suggestions were researched further. They could be categorized
as “reactions to daily activities”, for example, when an individual becomes unduly anxious while
in traffic or changes in an individual’s speed of interaction while using certain appliances in the
house.
It became apparent from these early interviews that visual aids were necessary to help explain how
emerging technologies can be used for health monitoring to doctors and consumers. It became
apparent that most doctors (especially clinicians) and nurses have limited exposure to health
monitoring devices outside a clinical setting. Clinicians are used to evaluating patients based on
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limited clinic data. Everyday users may have used a bathroom scale, thermometer or even a smart
wearable device but they need to understand the capabilities of emerging health monitoring
technologies. Data displays representing a variety of situations for a hypothetical patient or family
to help overcome these barriers, were designed. These were used to drive the interviews and
participants were made aware that these data displays were not prototypes but concepts to illustrate
the capabilities of long term health monitoring systems. The individuals were asked not to think
about how these data displays were obtained but rather reflect on these concepts and provide
detailed reactions by envisioning themselves or their patients’ health monitoring.
The strategies used to design the data displays are listed below
1. Data should clearly show long term monitoring to suggest that data collected over time can
reveal patterns of change.
2. Data should include context which can be used to interpret why the change occurred.
3. Data should highlight the extent of a problem or document progress made to motivate the
individual.
4. Data can be organized in ways other than by time.
5. Quantitative data can be used in combination with qualitative data (e.g., journal entries).
6. Data can show comparisons with personal goals, population norms and family members.
10 mock data display examples were developed, covering multiple tracking concepts. These
displays were developed, keeping in mind the computing and wearable technology available. The
displays were categorized as follows: a) Weight Displays, b) Scenario Displays, c) Body based
displays and d) Time based displays. The four categories are described in detail below. Sorting
exercises were developed to provide users with a way to express their tracking priorities. This in
addition to the feedback provided to the displays would help design and develop the health
monitoring system.
Weight Displays

The weight display series was used to create a story with a familiar and commonly accepted clinical
metric. The displays start with a static note of the patient’s weight at the clinic during a visit and
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gradually transitions to a richer data display with diverse sources of data added to it. The second
display for example adds the patient’s weight from one year ago and compares the values with the
established norms for gender and height. The second display indicates that though the patient is
overweight, the individual has made significant improvement with respect to their goal of weight
loss. The third display adds some more data points showing the weight the patient has been
recording every month over the year. This is accompanied by the pedometer readings (fourth
display) plotted for each month. Participants were also shown photographs taken each month when
the patient’s weight was recorded and a display of images of the good and bad days of the patient.
The good days corresponded to images taken by the patient when they met their exercise goal and
bad days correspond to days when they did not meet the goals.

Figure 15 Weight display with the patient’s weight from a year ago and the patient’s current weight
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Figure 16 Weight display with the patient’s weight as measured by the patient over the course of the year

Figure 17 Weight display with the patient’s pedometer readings from January through August
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Figure 18 Weights display depicting photographs of the patient’s good and bad days during weight loss period

The series depicts a story of a patient struggling with weight loss issues who committed to change,
used a pedometer and weight scale to record, and was motivated by the progress. After weight
reduction by the patient, the graph reaches a plateau – a point which could drive the patient to slack
in their progress. The photographs and the historical data will act as tools to aid the physicianpatient conversation in working through the impasse.
Scenario Displays

The scenario displays were developed to specifically provide the participants with a more novel
tracking concept. The goal was to develop displays like the media currently used to record and
reflect on personal data. The journal display was created with the idea of asking the participants to
imagine that they had the time and discipline to create a detailed journal with information on their
eating and snacking habits. This focused on subjective recording and analysis of behavior. The
health snoop display was created to provide objective observations, developed by the system based
on an individual’s routine, on the various habits and missed opportunities to work out by the
patient. Another display idea was to include data on a grocery receipt. These examples were
created to get the participants to focus on reviewing and applying the data rather than on collecting
the data.
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Figure 19 Scenario display depicting journal entry of patient’s eating and snacking habits

Figure 20 Scenario display showing objective summary of patient’s health
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Figure 21 Scenario display showing personalized graphical information printed on patient’s grocery receipts

Body-Based Displays

The idea behind the body-based displays was to create an example where it was possible to track
multiple data points at once. The body example categorized tracked data according to various body
regions. The participant could review changes in skin condition, impact of exercise, muscle tone,
aches and pains in a region of the body. The goal of this template was to encourage brainstorming,
wherein the participant could feel comfortable providing gut reactions to specific ideas displayed.
This could lead to a detailed discussion on health tracking.

Figure 22 Body-based display showing patient’s skin records with photographs
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Figure 23 Body-based display showing patient’s aches and pain record with intensity

Time Scale Displays

A traditional graph style display was used to show monitoring across multiple time periods (days,
weeks or months). The Y axis was not labeled to ensure the participant was not fixated on absolute
numbers. The template developed for this was a graph depicting the time spent on idle activities
indoor against the time spend on outdoor activities. Metrics of interest such as stress or mood could
be analyzed in isolation (e.g., mood during the day) or in relationship to something specific (e.g.,
mood while watching TV).

Figure 24 Graph showing time spent by the patient at home (orange), time spent outdoors (green) and mood rating (black dot)
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Interview with Health Professionals
Procedure:

Eight health professionals working at Rochester General Hospital, including a home nurse, two
geriatric specialists, three general practitioners, and two cardiac specialists were interviewed.
These eight were chosen at random from a list provided by the hospital’s operations head. The
interviews were 45 minutes to an hour in duration and paper-based materials were employed for
all the interviews. All the doctors were shown the weight displays, body-based displays and the
time scale displays. The participants were instructed to imagine the displayed data was collected
using devices in the patient’s home and a wearable device. They were also asked to assume that
the patient had time to reflect on the data and had prior conversations with a doctor about this.
They were also reminded that the data was not created as a concept and not to reflect the
capabilities of current technology. They were asked to comment on how the data might be
interpreted by the patient, how helpful the data would be while talking to a patient and what other
information would be beneficial. They were encouraged to voice any concerns they might have
with regards to the data collection.
Results:

After examining the body display, an interviewee suggested that this could perhaps aid the patient
to effectively communicate their concerns to a practitioner. Another interviewee provided a
counterpoint wherein he believed that the data would obscure the conversation. He added that he
believes that the patient would dwell on the data rather than just say that they have “recurring
headaches”.
A major point of concern for the doctors was the fear of the patient reacting adversely to the data.
For example, providing the patient with information on their stress levels throughout the day is a
double-edged sword. The consumer could believe it to be a sign to relax and take a step out of their
stress filled life for a while and look at where they stand. But it could also go the other way with
the consumer stressing out more and feeling depressed with the amount of stress they are under.
There was also this worry of the consumer or patient not looking at their holistic well-being and
instead focusing on one data point. For example, if a person finds himself/herself to be overweight, then the person would concentrate on just reducing their weight and not take a holistic
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look at what they are consuming. They might become obsessed with losing weight, which is not
ideal. Doctors felt that this could be a point of conversation with the patient if they could intervene
in a timely manner, but they felt this would not bode well for the patient.
Overall, they all believed that this long-term data monitoring would be useful to consumers and
help them, so they can communicate their concerns to the practitioner more effectively. They
believed that this data would help doctors understand behavior patterns that patients might not feel
comfortable opening-up about otherwise. For example, displaying in a graph on what was
consumed and when, could lead into a discussion about eating disorders. The doctor can then come
up with strategies for behavioral change in the patient.
Some of the major benefits the doctors envisioned of the patient coming in with longitudinal health
monitoring information are listed below:
● Data collected outside the clinic is likely to be more representative of the patient’s actual
health. This they believed was the biggest advantage of having this longitudinal data. As
mentioned in the example above, the doctors will be able to recognize patterns that will
otherwise be unknown as the patients will not look at it as a major point of concern.
● Data can be used to evaluate the success of interventions. They can check on whether their
strategy to modify certain behavioral traits was successful. They can also understand the
context behind certain behaviors such as eating disorders. They can determine if this was
a cyclic occurrence and identify any precursors that led to this behavior.
● Data can also help doctors broach sensitive topics such as the health of their social
relationships. They could ask some interesting questions and initiate a healthy dialogue
with the patient.
● Data can help patients communicate concerns and can help the doctor make the most of a
limited clinical visit.
● Data could be used to motivate and reward progress. Doctors can help patients make
progress towards long term goals; recommend some alterations to their life goal
assessments. Data can act as contracts for change.
Some of the limitations the doctors envisioned include:
● Family physicians might not have time or willingness to evaluate the data. Physicians who
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have been treating the family members for a long time will not be interested in the data
they are shown. They might believe that they know more about the patients than themselves
or what the data might bring to light. With over 50% of doctors in the US over the age of
50, this is a very real possibility unless attitudes change.
● Patients lack the ability to be self-aware about cognitive changes.
● Patients may feel like their privacy or self-image is threatened as data demonstrating
decline will be depressing and disempowering. They might make some snap judgements,
and this might affect their health drastically.
● Patients might feel like the data does not provide any meaningful life pursuits and the older
generation might not continuously use it.
● As mentioned earlier, patients might become obsessed with one data point and take a
narrow-minded approach to fixing it than approach their lifestyle and health holistically.
Interview with Consumers
Procedure

20 randomly selected participants were interviewed. 15 of the participants were American, 3 were
Indian, 1 Canadian and 1 Mexican. All of them had lived in the United States for at least 5 years
at the time of the interview and they volunteered their time without compensation. Participants
included 12 men and 8 women, ages 35 to 65 years. Although the target demographic was people
in the age group, five individuals in their 20s were also interviewed for comparison. None of the
participants were related or affiliated to the author.
The interviews were 30 to 45 minutes in duration. In all interviews, the computer-based data
displays were employed. All the participants were shown the scenario, body based and time scale
displays. They were reminded that the data was collected in the patient’s house and wearable
device and that the patient had time to reflect on the data. They were also reminded that the data
was not created as a concept and not to reflect the capabilities of current technology.
They were asked to talk about how the data would be useful to them, if they could identify content
of interest, how the data might be applied in their daily activities and if they needed more
information in addition to the displayed data.
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Results:

Overall there was a positive response from the respondents with some of them bringing up some
important points. Many of the younger respondents (ages 35-45) were already using a wearable
monitoring device. They believed it had a positive impact on their lives, as they were able to make
some lifestyle changes such as walking or cycling to a nearby store instead of taking their cars
amongst others.
An elderly woman (60 years old) also used a wearable device a year ago but did not anymore. She
felt that this tracking device was not ubiquitous enough and found manual data entry for certain
functionalities of the device to be tedious.
Many of the respondents believed that they could structure their day with the help of the data
obtained from the tracking and ensure that they got the most satisfaction by the end of it. Some of
the respondents did not believe that the data being collected was going to be useful to them or the
doctors.
One of the correspondents spoke about the demonstration that displayed the mood of a person
throughout the day and an infographic that showed the sleep pattern of a person over the period of
a month. She believed that these two could be correlated and she could think of how sleep patterns
affected her overall mood or how much time she spent with people outside work affected her
outlook.
Most of the participants believed that the data should have a social context. They felt that not only
seeing how they were doing but also looking at how their friends and family were doing would
help in utilizing their device or system a lot more. They believed this could provide a huge
motivation and result in long term usage of the device. They also did not like to be monitored at
work or while travelling to work.
Another concern voiced on multiple occasions when asked to propose new tracking ideas was
concern regarding the obtrusiveness of technology and privacy while being tracked.
Some of the benefits of longitudinal health monitoring as envisioned by the participants include:
● Data will support/supports behavioral change. They could see as to how data would
motivate them to change certain lifestyle choices and even enable this transition. They also
believed that data when positive would give them a sense of accomplishment.
● Data will help achieve an optimal condition wherein they can go through a day to get
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maximum benefit out of it. Understanding how the various interactions affects their mood
and stresses them out, they can plan for the same.
● Certain patterns can become evident from the data and help them understand the precursors
and influencing factors. This will help them make certain decisions to better their wellbeing.
● It will help them overcome denial by challenging their beliefs with concrete proof. This
could help bring about peace of mind.
● Data will act as a backup memory and influence social interaction.
Some of the limitations of longitudinal health monitoring as envisioned by participants include:
● Actionable information might not be available for every modality that data is collected for.
This could lead to buyer’s remorse and might lead to social conflict.
● Analytical approach towards data might result in unhealthy reactions and ultimately leave
the consumer feeling criticized instead of positively reinforced.
● There is a fear of technology. Though asked not to think about how the data was collected,
people fear that the method of collecting data might prove to be too disruptive.
● There is a “not for me” attitude prevalent especially in the age group of 35 to 50 years.
They have this preconceived notion that the data and patterns from the data are already
known. They feel that this does not apply to them now.
● They believe they might have to work extra hard to ensure the data is accurate. If the data
is going to be integrated within the existing medical infrastructure, they want the data that
is going to be collected to be accurate.
Sorting Exercises with Consumers

A list of 40 constructs that could be tracked with current or emerging health monitoring
technologies was developed. A level of detail to the options, instead of providing a broader, vague
domain, such as heart rate instead of cardiac care was provided. These constructs were chosen
from a variety of domains such as physical activity (counting steps, distance covered), social
interaction (mood rating, idle time) and physiology (blood pressure, heart rate, calories consumed)
among others.
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Each participant was given 15 mins to answer the questions and could answer if they wanted each
construct to be tracked with a “Yes”, “No” or “Maybe”. They could choose on a printed survey
designed by the author.
Results

Most participants were surprised at how many constructs they had selected to track. On average,
participants answered “Yes” for 20 of the 40 constructs. While most commonly tracked metrics
such as weight, heart rate, blood sugar, blood pressure was chosen by the participants, there were
also many metrics such as food (snacking, calories consumed, hydration), mental states (mood,
concentration, short term memory) and behaviors (variation from habit, idle time) represented.
Most Frequently Selected Constructs
N=20
Construct

Percentage

Heart Rate

82

Muscle and Skin tone

76

Correspondence with Family

76

Stress

72

Sleep Quality

72

Short Term Memory

71

Concentration/Focus

71

Aches and Pains

67

Hormone Levels

67

Blood Pressure

62

Blood Sugar

62

Food or Nutrition

60

Variation from Routine

60

Posture

54

Idle time

50

Table 1 Most frequently chosen constructs by participants in the sorting exercise
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Technology Research
Importance of Data

The usefulness of smart healthcare devices depends on the quality of information derived from the
data collected. Though the doctors might appreciate any sort of data collected outside their clinic
setting, to get more insight in to a patient; the issue with healthcare data is that we must monitor
health for a long time; maybe months, probably years. A 2009 survey showed that people aged 4055 years; tend to stop using the device if they find the data irrelevant.46 The user shall have to
perceive the tracked data to be useful for the personalized healthcare systems to be used for
extended periods of time. The following example help understand the importance of data in health
monitoring.
Data can aid people in improving the environmental conditions that their patients live in, help
make lifestyle changes that will reduce the environmental impact on the health of their patients.
For example, a team used sensors to track the carbon monoxide emissions in homes in a village in
Central Africa. The villagers were educated on the horrific effects of inhaling carbon monoxide
and other dangerous gases. Interventions were carried out whenever the sensors showed a spike in
the levels of Carbon Monoxide. This study carried over a period of 2 years, helped reduce the
fraction of times infants and children below the age of 5 years were diagnosed for Acute
Respiratory Infection by 24-64% and for Acute Lower Respiratory Infection by 21-44%.47
Data can be considered useful when obtained from products that provide high perceived value to
end users. A considerable period is required to understand this value but with people wanting to
understand the immediate effects of their health investigations, it is necessary to build a system
with technology that would do so.
The importance of context based qualitative data for doctors and consumers alike cannot be
overstated, it is important to determine the location to collect data. The most common points of
collecting data would be either the user’s house, workplace or while commuting to work.
Workplace

The workplace is often associated with tight deadlines, incredible amounts of stress, untimely
lunches and long hours. Most of the health monitoring in offices are related to stress, physical
injuries or environmental risks.48 Some of the more recently formed companies in the technology
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sector, look at human factors and ergonomics. They try to protect their employees from carpel
tunnel and vision problems in addition to other stress inducing environmental factors.49 Google,
Microsoft and other tech giants provide food for their employees, so they can avoid junk and fast
food. They also provide several amenities such as gymnasiums, spas and other luxuries to help
their employees relax. But this is also seen as a method to keep their employees at the office
premises and continue working for longer hours. Health monitoring at work has been reduced to a
mandatory annual health screening by the employer.50
Travel

The average daily commute to work in the US varies between 25 to 75 minutes.51 There are
examples of sensors being embedded in various parts of the car such as the seat belt52 and steering
wheel53 to monitor stress and other vitals during the commute. Sensors have also been embedded
in motorcycle helmets for similar reasons.54

Figure 25 Olea car belt sensor unit (left) 52; 3D printed steering wheel with pressure sensors (right) 53

Figure 26 Illustration of sensors placed in car steering wheel (left) 53; motorcycle helmet (right) to measure vitals54
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Instead of using multiple devices in multiple locations to measure vitals and stress among other
physical and behavioral attributes, a wristband could instead be used for the same. However, a
wristband will not help give a complete picture of the user’s health.55 Most users don’t use their
wearable health monitoring devices once they are home.55 For effective healthcare, a low cost but
high-quality consumer centered health monitoring system at the house of the user should be
explicitly supported and encouraged.55
Home

There have been many systems and research papers written on home centered long term healthcare
monitoring. There are lessons that can be learnt from nearly all of them. A few of them are
discussed in detail in this paper.
The earliest smart home healthcare monitoring system experiment was conducted in London in
2005.56 Three North London homes were retrofitted with medical centers capable of measuring
heart rate and blood pressure among other variables. These could be operated by non-medical
personnel. Though a good number of variables could be measured, it was not ubiquitous, and it
was difficult for the residents to be accurate every single time. They did not feel like making any
lifestyle changes, as they did not want to analyze the data. The important benefits included better
communication with the practitioners and the practitioners feeling empowered as they could detect
any deterioration early in the process. The users felt empowered and were more at ease while
talking to the doctors.
The biggest drawbacks of the study also had to do with storing and transmitting the information to
the computer servers. Users are not intimidated by technology, but technology must function
seamlessly and without any issues for users to continue using them without growing tired. It is also
important to understand that 24-hour monitoring is not possible, and it was unnecessary by both
the user and practitioner.
The next home healthcare system experiment was called TERVA.57 TERVA was a wellness
monitoring system that was retrofitted in 25 Swedish homes in 2007. It was tested over a period
of 10 weeks and it ran off a laptop communicating with several measurement devices in the house
that measured heart rate, respiratory rates, weight, body temperature and sleep patterns. Users were
also requested to maintain a diary log and to make self-assessments.
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The laptop provided a graphical interface for the data collected, showing what range the data fell
into. This helped the user gain some context about the data collected, giving them some impetus
to analyze the data. Sleep pattern recognition and activity monitoring using motion sensors were
the most successful, showing how important unobtrusive health monitoring can be. As expected
there were technical issues with devices that needed human intervention.
Matthai Phillipose and his team developed a home-based system known as CARNAC to
understand how people picked up habits and how they carried out routine tasks in their daily life.58
They embedded RFID tags to various devices across the house to understand the user’s daily
routine tasks. Though it generated a huge amount of data, one had to look closely to discern any
identifiable pattern that could be used in the medical clinic. One of the examples, for the doctors
was the usage of the bathroom flush. Depending on who used it and how many times it was used,
it could help in the early detection of any bowel discomfort. It could also apply for certain specialty
cases such as dementia. Though it is better to leave the activities to be monitored to the user so as
not to invade their privacy, this system proved the best way to monitor health and well-being would
be via a ubiquitous, passive system of sensors.
Health Monitoring Technology
Home

Monitoring, measuring and analyzing user behavior in the homes in addition to ubiquitous
measurement of health attributes will help in gaining a deeper understanding of the user’s health.
Moreover, tolerance to embedded sensors and other technology is high if assessment is set up in
the social unit of a family.57 Acceptance of passive sensors increases if embedded in the
environment of daily living.57 Sleeping patterns, movement, measuring vitals, mood, eating habits
are some of the modalities that can be measured and analyzed while in the house. This is more
crucial especially for the elderly, who spend a greater portion of their day in the house.
Vitals

A common smart measuring device used in most homes is a smart bathroom scale. The modern
scales can measure many metrics in addition to the body mass of an individual. Some of the
measures that a weighing scale can provide nowadays include Body Mass index (BMI), body fat,
water percentage, muscle and bone mass.59
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Figure 27 Withings Smart Body Scale59

One of the unobtrusive methods for measuring vitals is an Ultra HD Camera with infrared imaging
capabilities. This can help measure body temperature without any contact or without using a
thermometer. This technique has been found to be accurate to within a tenth of a Fahrenheit.60 The
infrared camera measures the heat dissipated by the various parts of the user’s face and categorizes
the areas into different gradients depending on how high or low the temperature of the dissipated
heat is.

Figure 28 Illustration of the working of a camera-based body temperature system 60

The Ultra High Definition camera can also measure the pulse of the user. The non-contact
measurement of pulse using a camera uses the same principle as that of a finger clip pulse oximeter.
The pulse oximeter works by passing two wavelengths of light on to the body which is attached to
a photodetector. The wavelength at which the light is absorbed is measured by the photodetector.
The light absorption is a result of pulsing arterial blood flow, excluding venous blood flow, skin,
fat, tissue, etc.61 This same principle is extended to measuring the pulse from the blood gushing to
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the user’s face. The photodetector in the UHD camera measures the frequencies at which light is
reflected from the user’s face or any other region of interest in the user’s body with a pulsing
arterial blood flow. The component of light (red, blue or green) with the strongest blood volume
pulse signal is then computed and the user’s heart rate quantified.62 The accuracy of this technology
is found to be within 3 beats per minute.62

Figure 29 Illustration of the working of camera-based pulse detection system 62

Another unobtrusive method of measuring body temperature is by using a temporal thermometer.63
Temporal thermometers use an infrared scanner to measure the temperature of the temporal artery
in the forehead. Blood circulating in the temporal artery is pumped from the core of the heart and
is considered a good spot to unobtrusively measure body temperature.64 The temperature can be
measured when the person is sleeping.64 The working principle is like the in-ear thermometers used
in several emergency rooms and clinics to measure body temperature.64
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Figure 30 Illustration showing the working of a temporal Thermometer (left); Withings Temporal Thermometer (right)

Metabolism

In addition to measuring the vitals, a UHD camera can also measure metabolism. Metabolism is a
measure of the chemical activity in the body. This can be measured by looking at the time taken
by the body to repair itself after an injury or from the tone of skin color. Any changes in skin color
tone is measured using a device called reflectance spectrophotometer, which emits light of a
specific wavelength and measures the intensity of light reflected by the skin. The wavelength of
light emitted by this device is present in regular and LED light bulbs. Thus, by measuring the
intensity of the light reflected using the photodetector and by studying skin color changes detected
by the UHD camera, we can understand the efficiency of the metabolic activity in the body.65 For
example, the skin tone turning yellow is a sign of liver malfunction, reddening of the skin is the
sign of an allergic reaction. The camera can also detect dead skin and any new moles in the body
and aid in skin cancer detection.
Understanding the amount of time, it takes for a scar or wound to completely disappear is a sign
of how efficient the various chemical processes are in the body.66 The UHD camera can measure
the slightest change in skin tone (color and smoothness). Thus, the camera can track a healing scar
or any new scars or pores on the body of the user and then keep track of the changes until it
completely disappears. This provides the user with insight on the efficiency of metabolism in their
body.67 The system can also suggest dietary changes working in tandem with the nutrition
component of the home-based monitoring system to improve metabolism, thus enabling the user
to make necessary changes for the betterment of their health. This feature again will be considering
the age of the user, as scars heal at a different rate as people age.67
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Figure 31 Concept of Samsung Lumini to measure metabolism

The Ultra HD camera set up coupled with a processor or cloud computing will be able to recognize
different users using the same device. Once an individual’s facial biometrics is stored on the
computing device (cloud or physical), it can recognize the individual and tap into their
personalized health record. Any health information that is tracked by the system from that point
on till another user is recognized will be added to the specific health record. This will be useful
when multiple family members share one device at their home to monitor health.
A body mirror combined with advanced imaging technology can unobtrusively track vitals, muscle
and skin tone and act as a screen providing personalized health data and visualization. It can also
act as a portal for telemedicine. This could be useful for the elderly or the disabled who might not
find it easy to go to the doctor.

Figure 32 Illustration of a body mirror to measure vitals and other health metrics by the author
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Nutrition

Nutrition is of utmost importance while considering the health and well-being of a person.
Inconsistency in the duration between meals, consumption of junk food and soda, consuming fat,
cholesterol and sugar rich foods leads to belly fat accumulation and other clinical disorders.68 It is
believed that almost 70% of American adults are overweight or obese.69 Fat content and
Cholesterol content are perceived as important information while consuming a particular food
item.70 People judge particular foods to be good or bad, healthy or unhealthy by the food’s
perceived capacity to affect body weight and its calorie labeling.71 Calorie labelling is an important
public health undertaking to increase awareness of caloric consumption by adding calorie labeling
on restaurant menus and food packaging.72 It was noticed that customers actively considered the
calorific value of their foods and it was an important decision making factor.73
It is important to watch what one is eating to lead a healthy life. The wristbands and activity
trackers that claim to measure calorie intake use an obtrusive method of input. The user must type
out the food that he or she ate. They do not list every ingredient and it is a cumbersome process
that a user gets tired of easily. 98% of Fitbit flex users do not update food intake information for
the wristband to measure calorie counts.74
Raman Spectroscopy is a non-destructive and safe technique used in the food safety industry to
determine food adulteration at a molecular level.75 This technique is being widely researched to
analyze food components and break them down into various categories such as carbohydrates,
lipids, proteins, cholesterol and minerals.76 Raman spectroscopy has advanced and there are
multiple databases that provide the spectroscopic signatures of various proteins, fats,
carbohydrates among other food components.77 Surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy techniques
help in detailed classification of lipids into saturated and unsaturated fatty acids, phospholipids
and cholesterol among others.78 At homes, Raman spectrometer can be retrofitted in a microwave
or a remote shaped device to unobtrusively measure food calorie intake.
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Figure 33 Scia calorie measurement device (left); Illustration of the working of Scia calorie measurement device (right)

Unobtrusive monitoring by hacking simple household objects such as refrigerators, kitchen
cabinets and utensils could help in early determination of simple conditions such as eating
disorders and even more complex conditions like Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s.79 Motion sensors
and Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) tagged every-day objects help recognize variation in
patterns while interacting with physical objects and this could help detect conditions early.80

Figure 34 Illustration by the author of using RFID tagged kitchen objects to detect health disorders

Sleep

Sleep is an important aspect that must be measured while considering personal health and wellbeing of a person. Sleep duration can be linked to several clinical conditions such as cardiovascular
disease,81 gastrointestinal disorders82 and other clinical disorders.83 Sleep measurement is
classified into two components, namely sleep quantity and sleep quality. Sleep quantity is the
quantifiable aspect of sleep such as duration of REM sleep, duration of overall sleep, number of
times the person woke up in the night and sleep latency among others.84 This aspect is currently
measured by most activity tracking and health monitoring wristbands in the market today, as
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previously discussed. Another component is sleep quality. This component includes indices such
as depth of sleep, how well rested the person feels after getting up and sleep satisfaction.85 Health
care professionals need to concentrate on sleep quantity as well as sleep quality to better
understand the correlation between sleep and personal well-being.86
One must either wear a wrist band or have sensors under their mattress to measure sleep quality
unobtrusively. There are many products on the market today that connect with smartphones and
measure sleep.

Figure 35 Beddit 3 Sleep tracking device (left); Metrics measured by Beddit 3 sleep tracking device (right)

Wearables
Vitals

Most smart wearable devices today can measure vitals such as heart rate, blood pressure,
respiration rate and pulse rate variability of the user. There are various sensors available that have
been miniaturized to fit into a wearable device to measure these metrics. It is important that a
wearable device not only measures the heart rate but also measures the resting heart rate of the
user and the time taken for the pulse to return to the resting heart rate. It is a great indicator of
stress levels and of cardiac health.87 Elevated resting heart rate is considered a major factor for any
cardiac disorder and is a precursor for many cardiac events.88
A reduction in resting heart rate over a period is a good reflection on underlying cardiac health and
is a good indication that the person has a healthy lifestyle.89 It is an important prognostic marker
for heart disease and total mortality.90
Wearable devices can also differentiate between activities such as running, walking, cycling and
swimming with the help of accelerometers and gyroscopes fitted in them. Most wearable devices
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are fitted with a GPS and can map out the user’s day which can provide some context into their
habits and health. It is also common for wearable devices to have a pedometer to count the number
of steps the user has walked in a day and indirectly measure the calorie burned.
Blood Pressure

Pulse Transit time is the time taken for the pulse to travel from the heart to the wrist. This metric
can be used to determine the blood pressure of a person without using cuffs or being tied to a
machine. Pulse travels faster when the blood pressure is higher and slower when the blood pressure
is lower. 91
The Pulse Transit Time can be used to measure blood pressure when coupled with two sensors, an
Electrocardiogram (ECG) sensor and an Optical Heart Rate (PPG) sensor. In a wearable device,
the ECG sensor will be located to ensure contact with the wrist and the PPG sensor will be located
to ensure contact with the back of the hand. The pulse, which represents a contraction in the heart,
will travel down the arm causing a peak wave in the ECG sensor before travelling back up causing
a peak wave in the PPG sensor. The time between the peak wave in the ECG and PPG sensors is
the Pulse Transit Time and this can be calibrated to give a numerical value akin to the normal
blood pressure reading. 92

Figure 36 Pulse Transit Time measurement using ECG and PPG Sensor92

Nutrition

Nutrition can also be measured without using a Raman spectrometer in a wearable device. Bio
impedance sensors can be used to measure food calorie intake and hydration levels of the body.93
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Bio-impedance is the measure of how well the body impedes current and biomaterials. Fats and
proteins have high resistivity and blood cells have low resistivity.94

Figure 37 Infographic explaining the working of a bioimpedance sensor measuring body hydration

Tracking of calorie intake using a bio-impedance sensor is determined by measuring the dynamics
of a water-glucose mixture that travels throughout the body once digestion of food begins. The
sensor sends low and high frequency signals through the skin to determine the liquid movement
and thus determining the amount of fats, proteins and carbohydrates consumed by the user. 94 The
sensor can also be used to determine the calories burned by the user by coupling it with a piezo
sensor, which measures heart rate and blood flow and an accelerometer, which measures physical
activity and movement. The sensor establishes the basal metabolic rate and the number of calories
burned for maintaining regular body functions as well as the number of calories burned while
digestion. The piezo sensor shows how much stress is applied by a user during physical activities
and the accelerometer measures the calories burned by any physical activity the user does. The
sum gives the number of calories burned by the user in a day. 94
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Figure 38 Infographic explaining the working of a bioimpedance sensor measuring calorie intake

Figure 39 Infographic explaining the working of a bioimpedance sensor measuring calories burned
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Smart Glasses

Smart spectacles paired with Augmented Reality helps patients suffering from dementia and other
memory loss conditions to help identify their family.95 These glasses can also track any form of
vision degeneration while helping people to go about their life independently.96

Figure 40 Illustration of smart glasses (left) and OrCam Smart Glasses (right) 95

Pill Management

Pill management systems use Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) chips in pill bottles to help
remind when a pill must be taken, tracks if the pill was taken and notifies family when the pill is
taken. Doctors and nurses can be chosen to be notified as well. The system requires RFID
embedded pill bottles and a hub.97 The problem with such systems is the inability to conclusively
tell if the pill was taken by the user.
The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) recently approved embedding RFID microchip
sensors in pills that can monitor certain bodily functions from within the body.98

Figure 41 Pill Drill Pill Management System97
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Integration with medical infrastructure

Figure 42 eMedica Personal Health Record device

The next shift with medical devices would be integration with the medical infrastructure.99
Currently, the doctor must be an Apple Watch or Fitbit user to utilize the data provided by these
devices to help the patient with their ailment. There needs to be better integration with existing
medical infrastructure for the users to continue using these devices.100 In Canada, a startup has
created a USB based device which can fit in to your wallet. The health record of the user can be
uploaded to this USB device via a computer from the cloud and shared with the user’s doctor.
This, though not useful in emergency situations and requiring additional steps to upload data, is a
step in the right direction in terms of integration of health data with existing medical infrastructure.
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Chapter IV – Discussion and Design
Discussion
In the following pages, some impressions, which will be useful while designing health monitoring
systems will be summarized. The mock data displays that were developed proved to be a useful
method to get participants to provide personal responses to their thoughts on personalized health
monitoring and the various concepts presented. The idea was to create a way to help participants
to react to the data displays rather than focus on how the technology was implemented. Participants
did not have start from scratch with their response. Overall, the data displays were found to be an
effective way to elicit several concerns both practitioners and consumers had with health
monitoring and help come up with potential metrics for tracking.
The sample size was predominantly American, and the participants were generally aware of
existing health monitoring technology. There is a possibility that showing the same data displays
to a predominantly non-American population could result in a different set of results.
Participants wanted the ability to use data obtained from heath monitoring devices to conduct short
term investigations on themselves. People in their middle life are often dealing with changes to
their lifestyle. They are either starting a family, going through a divorce or even considering
retirement. They are also trying to address their health issues by working out regularly or via
complex dieting practices. Most participants wanted to conduct customized investigations to see
how a behavior change is influencing their health or to determine the various factors that are
influencing their health and behavior. Most often, these investigations are influenced by a preconceived notion that some factors are affecting their health and would like tools to isolate these
factors that influence their health. Habitual actions (eating, cooking) or their variation from habits,
psychological metrics (mood, work stress, sleep quality) and physical health (weight, heart rate,
blood pressure) are some of the common metrics people were interested in investigating.
Participants expressed interest in determining patterns that might not be directly related to health
monitoring. For example, participants expressed a desire to investigate their work-life balance and
time management. This is possibly a result of the stage of life they are in, but these were not the
metrics that came to the mind of the health professionals who were initially interviewed before
developing the data displays.
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As opposed to the concerns put forth by the health professionals, most participants wanted data
even if it was a negative evaluation of their health. They believed that this could promote a
behavioral change or help them seek preventive medical help. Another concern put forth by health
professionals was allowing their patients to evaluate themselves against the norms. Most
participants were ready to evaluate themselves against their own goals and against their family and
some close friends. However, they wanted some investigations into their health, e.g., changes in
skin tone, to remain private.
Participants wanted control over the communication of data with other people. They did not want
to force involvement by sharing data with their family members and friends. Some of them
believed that they would not benefit from tracking a metric but other members in their family
would. For example, a woman in her 40s believed that tracking the amount of television she
watched might not be useful for her, but it would be beneficial to her children. They did not want
to be monitored at work or while commuting to work and many privacy issues cropped up. They
were interested in comparing their evaluation against a controlled group of family and friends and
leveraging this social relationship to address health issues.
Participants felt that data based on short time periods (days to fortnight) were redundant and were
not useful to them. Some of them did not grasp the concept of tracking certain metrics over years
while some believed that long term tracking would help them to re-assess their life goals. They
feel that data is often focused on telling them they are doing something wrong, i.e., reprimand
rather than reinforce some positive evaluation. For example, data tells them they are not drinking
enough water but does not provide any positive evaluation when they drink enough water. Most
participants haven’t considered a ubiquitous system that continuously monitors their health,
collects data, recognizes patterns and proactively helps them improve their well-being.
Health monitoring and sensing technology have advanced tremendously over the past few years
offering impressive new capabilities that can support and enhance traditional clinical health
assessment. The benchmarking has shown that wearable fitness trackers are popular and can
collect accurate data, but they don’t seem to be connected to the existing medical infrastructure.
Moreover, the data they seem to provide to the user is rather stale. They do not provide any insights
to the user who loses interest in these devices beyond a point.
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The interviews have made it clear that people are interested in home and wearable based health
monitoring systems but concerns about cost and privacy show that it is more fruitful to develop
them as tools that aid with personalized health investigations. There is a great variance in the type
of constructs that people would like to track and people’s interest in longitudinal health tracking.
It is also clear that the constructs they would like to track changes over time depending on their
age, stage of life, health status, curiosity and social interactions. It is recommended to design a
ubiquitous health monitoring system that adopts itself to user needs and lending itself to
personalized health investigations by the user primarily, in addition to medical professionals in
some cases. The system would continuously monitor the user, collect data, understand context,
identify patterns and variables that impact the physical, emotional and social health of the user.
Problems with traditional health monitoring

Solutions of ubiquitous and pervasive
health monitoring

1. Delayed assessment: Patients and physicians
Continuously monitor and use data to
typically do not request assessment until a
encourage patients to seek help.
problem arises and reaches considerable severity.
2. Infrequent assessment: Clinicians lack
information about functioning and related
behaviors between visits.

Continuously monitor to illuminate
patterns and daily variability; provide data
directly to patients.

3. Lack of ecological validity: Clinicians
typically lack reliable information about
patients’ functioning in environments of daily
life.

Acquire contextually sensitive data to
highlight environment-behavior
connections and specific incidents that may
not be reported in clinical visits.

4. Narrow focus of assessment: Patients and
clinicians may overlook early symptoms that are
not obviously connected.

Implicit sensing to detect subtle changes in
daily routine.

5. Avoidance of testing experiences in clinical
settings: Clinical assessment can be tiring,
intimidating and seem futile.

Embed assessment into services that have
other value propositions. Assessment is
woven into everyday routines and devices.

6. Lack of time and discipline required for
journaling behaviors and symptoms.

Automate and embed data capture into
everyday activities; request and deliver
information at system-detected opportune
moments; ensure technology continuously
reinforces its value.
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7. Discordance between individuals’ holistic,
integrated view of health and the constraints of
most self-monitoring systems.

Allow people to explore correlations
between contextual and behavioral factors.

8. Feedback accessed by caregivers, clinicians
and insurers before patient.

Direct feedback to end users not to
caregivers, clinicians, or insurers.

9. Difficulty relating to traditional clinical health
metrics and language

Present tailored and interactive
visualizations at appropriate moments
related to personal routines.

10. “Proactive” focus on self-improvement,
wellness and quality of life.

Support users’ current concerns, presenting
trends of interest, even if these trends may
not be directly relevant to clinical care.

Table 2 Comparison of Traditional Health Monitoring vs Ubiquitous Health Monitoring

It is recommended to develop a ubiquitous health monitoring system that does the following:
1. Collect information as unobtrusively as possible with little to no interaction from the end
user.
2. Learn user behavior, try to understand context and find appropriate times for the user to
reflect and review on their customized health investigations.
3. Help the user with short-term health investigations on issues they choose while at the same
time developing a deeper, long-term health monitoring that could be helpful to the
practitioner.
4. Help users to build upon investigations they are engaged in such as dieting, exercise or
training for physical endurance events.
5. Support areas that indirectly affect a user’s health such as stress management, work life
balance, idle time management among others.
6. Help people focus on accomplishments and positive behaviors.

Design
Introduction

In the following pages, a personalized health monitoring system; its functioning and features will
be discussed. The knowledge gained from the user interviews and understanding of current health
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monitoring technologies will be utilized to design a system that will help aid and abet users in
monitoring their health.
Design Statement

Designing and developing a system of devices that would integrate technology, adapt themselves
to consumer behavior change and incorporate healthcare provider integration to help an individual
to monitor their health holistically and in a personalized manner.
Aevum

Aevum, derived from Latin for eternal life, will be a multi device system primarily gathering user
health information from two sources. The first is a health puck which is a home-based monitoring
device shaped like a 3-dimensional curved rectangle. The device can monitor and measure several
metrics such as heart rate, ECG, skin and muscle tone, food calorie intake, body temperature and
oximetry. It can connect to existing health monitoring products such as smart body weight scales
and sleep tracking devices via Bluetooth. It also has a Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) chip
that will help it to act as a pill management system. The health puck has a camera and a finger
print sensor which will act as biometric identifiers. It can identify and differentiate between
different users in a household using these identifiers.
A wristband, i.e., the second source of health data, which is a wearable device that has the
capability to measure vital health information such as pulse, blood pressure and blood oxygen
levels and other information such as stress levels, intensity and location of body pain, user anxiety
and mood rating, food calorie intake, hydration levels, calorie burn and activity. The wristband
also has Bluetooth modules that will help to connect it to the user’s phone. It has GPS for location
tracking, which will help provide context to the data.
The data from both sources will be stored in servers in the cloud. Heuristic algorithms will analyze
and provide insight to the user via infographics and text notifications on the mobile app or
computer. Healthcare integration is a major point of focus for the system. The doctors can access
the patient data on their mobile phones and computers. They can connect to the patient’s devices
via Bluetooth if they are close enough to it. The home-based device can also connect via USB to
the doctor’s computer. The user can also share the data right from the app to the doctor.
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Figure 43 Illustration of the Aevum Health Monitoring System

Health Puck (Home-based device)
The health puck is a 3-dimensional curved rectangular shaped device; the outer cover of which is
made of high grade plastic. It has a High definition (HD) 13 Megapixel (MP) camera and a
biometric fingerprint scanner. The camera and the fingerprint scanner can help differentiate
between users in a household and help provide personalized health monitoring. It also has a
processing unit to perform the various functions and transfer data to store in the cloud, a Bluetooth
chip to connect to the user’s mobile phone and a Wi-Fi chip to connect to the internet. The health
puck is designed to be placed on the night stand of the user while also being light and portable.
The puck comes with an induction charger. The plastic part of the charger can be detached and
mounted on a wall or mirror. The puck can then be attached to this plastic part to access some
features. The puck can also be charged via a micro USB charging port which doubles up as a data
transfer port.
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Figure 44 Aevum health puck front view (left) and perspective view (right)

Figure 45 Aevum Health Puck back view (left) and parts (right)

Figure 46 Aevum Health Puck and Wristband induction charger with detachable charging stand
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Figure 47 Parts of the Aevum Health Puck

Figure 48 Internal parts of the Aevum Health Puck
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The health puck will be able to track and monitor the following health metrics

Figure 49 Metrics measured by the Aevum Health Puck

Cardiac Care

The user can measure their pulse rate and Electrocardiogram (ECG) with the help of the health
puck. There are multiple ways the user can employ to determine their pulse rate. The first method
is like existing finger pulse checking instruments. The user must place their hand over the camera
module and press the power button. The pulsing LED light will help determine the user’s heart
rate.
The other method is to use to point the camera at the user’s face. The camera will read the amount
of RGB light bouncing off the user’s face and determine the user’s pulse after filtering and
modulating the light signal as described earlier in the research section.

Figure 50 Mounting the Aevum Health Puck on a mirror with charging stand (left) and health puck on charging stand (right) to
measure User pulse and mapping user body.

The health puck can also provide Electrocardiogram (ECG) readings of the user. The user must
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merely place the back of the device on the left-hand side of their chest for 25 – 30 seconds and the
ECG sensor will kick in to take care of the rest. It is recommended to wear a light layer of clothing
before using this.

Figure 51 Demonstrating ECG measurement with Aevum Health Puck

Metabolism

Aevum will look at muscle tone, skin tone, amount of time it takes for skin lesions to heal and the
appearance and disappearance of new moles to determine the metabolic rate of the user. The user
must use the plastic part of the charger to hold the health puck against the wall or mirror and stand
in front the device. The area of evaluation, determined by the user, will have to be exposed to the
puck. The puck will then capture high definition photographs of the user and make a note of any
abnormalities in the user’s skin. Every time the user uses this feature, the health puck will look at
the state of existing skin lesions and look for new lesions. It will maintain a photographic record
of every new lesion and look at how long it took for it to heal. Computer vision algorithms will
help determine user measurements and create a 3-dimensional body map of the user for this feature.
The puck can also measure muscle and fat mass by working in tandem with a smart body weight
scale connected to Aevum.
Oximetry

Blood oximetry, which is the oxygen level in the blood is determined in a similar manner as the
first method of determining the user’s pulse rate. The user places their index finger on top of the
oximeter sensor and presses the power button. The LED light pulses and the oximeter sensor
determines the blood oxygen levels.
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Figure 52 Demonstrating Blood Oximetry measurement on Aevum Health Puck

Body Temperature

The health puck acts as a temporal thermometer to determine the body temperature of the user
with the help of the Infrared (IR) sensor. The user holds the puck parallel to their forehead at a
close enough distance and the IR sensor picks up the body temperature.

Figure 53 Body Temperature measurement with Aevum Health Puck

Nutrition

The health puck uses a Raman Spectrometer to determine the number of calories consumed by the
user in a meal. The spectrometer light hits the food and the detector captures the wavelength that
is reflected from the food. Each of the food groups such as carbohydrates and proteins reflect light
at a unique wavelength. The intensity of the reflected light will help determine the percentage of a
food group in the meal. A combination of the two will help determine the constitution of each meal
and in turn the calorie content.
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The user must point the face of the puck opposite to the power button towards the food and then
press the power button. A red light will be seen on the food and the user must hold down the button
till light turns green, signaling the end of the spectrometer reading. It should take around a minute
for the spectrometer to complete the process.

Figure 54 Food calorie measurement using Raman Spectrometer with Aevum Health Puck

Pill Management

The RFID tag present in the circuit board of the health puck will act as a pill management system.
The user’s prescription will be present in the user’s health record maintained by Aevum. The
system will know when the user must take a medication and a notification will pop up in the user’s
phone when it is time to take the medication. The user can then wave the RFID tagged pill bottle
by the puck as shown earlier in the research section. The system will then make a note of the time
the pill was taken.
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Figure 55 Pill Bottle Cap with RFID tag (left) and pill management system using Aevum health puck

Figure 56 Mapping Metrics measured to Internal parts

Wristband (Wearable device)
The wearable component of Aevum will be an anodized rubber polymer wristband which fits
snugly around the user’s wrist. The wristband, much like wearable health devices available in the
market today, can track vitals such as heart rate (HR sensor; positioned near the wrist), breathing
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rate and blood oxygen levels (oximeter sensor) in addition to user activity (pedometer, idle time).
It can measure the blood pressure of the user without using cuffs or a specialized second device
with the Electrocardiogram (ECG) sensor (positioned near the wrist) and optical heart rate (PPG)
(positioned at the back of the hand) sensor embedded in it. The device also has a bioimpedance
sensor embedded along the inner circumference in the back of the hand close to the heart rate
sensor. The bioimpedance sensor will help to calculate the number of calories consumed, calories
burned and the hydration level of the user.

.
Figure 57 3D Printed Aevum wristband

Figure 58 Internal parts of the Aevum wristband
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The wristband has an embedded Global Positioning System (GPS) chip that will track the location
of the user. This will help provide contextual awareness when analyzing mood or user anxiety by
working in tandem with the heart rate and pressure sensors. Pressure sensors are placed along the
inner circumference of the device calibrated to determine even the slightest twitch in the user’s
forearm muscles. The wrist band will also be charged by the induction charger that charges the
health puck.
The wristband will help to track and monitor the following health metrics:

Figure 59 Metrics measured by Aevum wristband

Vitals and Activity

The Aevum wristband will measure vitals such as heart rate, respiration rate and pulse rate
variability of the user. The sensors for these will be placed along the inner circumference of the
band near the wrist. Additionally, the Aevum wristband will also measure the resting heart rate of
the user and the time taken for the pulse to return to the resting heart rate.

Figure 60 Heart rate measurement shown on a Aevum wristband

The wristband measures several activities such as running, walking and swimming. It can
determine if a user is walking, running or commuting by combining the data from the Global
Positioning System (GPS) and the heart rate sensor. The system can notify the user on their phone
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to stand up, move around or engage in some physical activity if the wristband notices an extended
period of user inactivity.

Figure 61 User activity shown on an Aevum wristband

The Electrocardiogram (ECG) sensor embedded in the wristband near the wrist and the Optical
Heart Rate (PPG) sensor embedded along the back of the hand will help to determine the blood
pressure based on the pulse transit time. The working of these sensors and blood pressure is
calculated from them was explained in the research section.

Figure 62 Blood Pressure measurement shown on an Aevum wristband

Nutrition

The wristband has a bioimpedance sensor embedded on the back of the hand which helps to
determine the number of calories consumed, burned and the hydration level of the user. The system
can notify the user to drink water if the wristband finds the user’s fluid level is low.
Physical Pain

Muscular discomfort reflects tiredness and fatigue in the body. Measuring any physical discomfort
unobtrusively could tell the doctors a lot about sleep quality and general fatigue. This is achieved
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by the wristband by using pressure sensors embedded along the inner circumference of the band.
The wristband is tightly snug around the forearm muscles of the user. Thus, when a person uses
the forearm muscles to massage, the output is quantified to reflect the intensity of the pain
experienced by the user.
Moreover, the device can identify the location of pain. While setting up the health puck at home,
the user is also asked to calibrate the wristband. Using the UHD camera and the gyroscopes present
in the wristband’s circuit, the user’s body is mapped by the system. The user will be asked to touch
certain points for the system to understand and draw out an accurate body map of the user. So,
when the user experiences some pain and instinctively massages the area of discomfort, the
wristband will be able to measure the intensity of the pain and the location of the pain. This will
be available to the doctor when they access the personalized health record of the user as a 3D
model. The pain levels will be color coded. The system’s software can provide the user with
qualitative information as and when it gathers sufficient data. For example, “Hey Joe keep the
exercises going, your back pains have reduced since you started running two weeks ago.”

Figure 63 Pressure sensors measuring intensity of forearm muscle movement (insert) on an Aevum wristband

Anxiety and Stress

Stress has been studied by the medical community for decades now to measure its impact on the
physical and mental health of a person. Stressors such as negative news, pressure to perform at
work under constraints, traumas among others have known to have a damaging impact on the
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physical and mental health of individuals. Aevum helps individuals understand the causes of
anxiety and stress in their life.
It does so by constantly learning about the user’s actions and continuously adapting to any
behavioral change. Constant elevated heart rate from the resting heart rate is a great indication of
any environmental stress. Heartrate sensor activity combined with constant pressure sensor activity
can point to any stressors affecting the user at a point in time. Combining all this with location
history via the GPS present in the wristband can give the user context about the various stressors
in their day to day life and help manage their anxiety better.

Figure 64 Mapping Metrics to Internal Parts

App Ecosystem
The mobile application helps the user to understand the data with the help of visualizations and
notifications. The user can also share information with family members and doctors via the app.
Connecting to products beyond the Aevum ecosystem such as body weight scales and sleep
monitoring devices is also done via the app.

Figure 65 Aevum App Icon
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Figure 66 Aevum App welcome (left) and sign-in page (right)

The welcome page is simple with the ability to sign in to Aevum or sign up for new users. Upon
signing in, the user is taken to the qualitative dashboard where they can see personalized qualitative
output. The system analyzes and compares the user’s data with a peer group before providing this
output. In the following screenshot, the user is shown analysis about his cardiac health, the effect
of exercise on his back pain, positive reinforcement about his activity and a personalized reminder
to take his allergy medication because the pollen count is high. The user can press the flip icon on
the left-hand side near the Aevum app icon to move to the quantitative dashboard.
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Figure 67 Aevum app Qualitative (left) and Quantitative (right) dashboard

Here the user can see a quick snapshot of the metrics measured by Aevum and other devices that
are connected to their profile. They can modify the placement of metrics, add or remove certain
metrics by accessing the settings menu (the icon on the right-hand side of the Aevum app icon).
The dashboard can be shared by pressing the share icon on the left-hand side of the Aevum app
icon. User profile can be accessed by clicking the profile icon on the top left of the screen and
Aevum settings icon on the top right of the screen.
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Figure 68 User Profile Page (left) and Health Record page (right)

The user profile gives some extra information about the user and information on whom the user
can share their data with. The orange profiles belong to the doctors the user is associated with and
the green profiles are other regular users. The user can also access their health records from their
profile. The health records are sourced from the various doctors the user visits. They can add a
new source if it is not picked up by the system. The health records page has information on the
allergies, clinical vitals, conditions, immunizations, lab results, medications and procedures
obtained from the clinics.
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Figure 69 All Records page (left) and Settings Menu (right)

The settings menu has 5 options;
•

FAQs or Frequently Asked Questions which helps the user to understand Aevum better

•

Connectivity shows the connection settings to the health puck, wristband and other devices
that share data with the Aevum ecosystem. The user has the capability to add or remove
metrics that are measured by Aevum

•

Accessories helps to identify and connect to devices that share data with the Aevum
ecosystem

•

Insurance gives more information on the user’s insurance plan, gives the user the ability
to search for doctors that accept the user’s insurance and book appointments.
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•

Terms and Conditions explains the various terms and conditions associated with using the
Aevum ecosystem

Figure 70 Connectivity Page (left) and Accessories page (right)

The user can return to the main dashboard by clicking the Aevum icon at any point. The dashboard
metrics are associated with the metric measured by health puck or the wristband. The user can
click the icon to get detailed information about the metric. The user can also choose either the
‘Health Puck’ or ‘Wristband’ options on top of the dashboard to get more information about the
metrics measured by a device.
Health Puck

Cardiac care is the home page that pops up when ‘Health Puck’ is chosen from the dashboard. The
user can choose the period for the data they want. They can see the last measured heart rate, their
maximum and minimum heart rate for the time range chosen, their cardiac fitness and measured
life expectancy.
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Figure 71 Health Puck cardiac care metric page

They also can see their latest ECG reading on this page. They can click the measure icon to take a
new ECG reading or the cardiac care icon to measure their heart rate. The Aevum icon on the
bottom left takes them to the dashboard. The rest of the metrics measured by the health puck are
on a horizontal carousel in the app and can be accessed by swiping left or right from the cardiac
care page.
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Figure 72 Health Puck Pill Management (left) and Blood Oximetry(right) page

The Oximetry page shows the last measured Blood oxygen levels and a graph to show the
weekly and monthly blood oxygen levels. The pill management section is arranged by pills. The
graph shows how many pills were taken by the user, every time they consumed one. If the pill
was prescribed by a doctor, then the app will automatically notify the user before the pill is to be
taken and update the graph after the pill is taken with the time it was taken and number of pills.
The user can add non-prescribed pills by clicking the pill management icon and capturing the
pill’s barcode with the camera. Aevum will automatically recognize the pill and add a new
section.
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Figure 73 Health Puck Metabolism page (left) and Metabolism options menu (right)

The metabolism section of the app provides information on any skin abnormalities (moles, scars,
changes in skin tone), measurements of the user, fat and muscle mass. The landing page for this
metric is a timeline of skin abnormalities flagged by the health puck. It can be seen from the
screenshot shown above on the left that the first and fourth moles are the same. It was first spotted
on the user and it has not reduced in size or disappeared after a month. The two red flags indicate
that the mole is persistent, compared to the green flags for the second and third mole, both of which
have disappeared over time. The user can get more information about the moles such as location
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and tracking by clicking the white arrow. The user can bring up additional options by clicking the
metabolism icon.

Figure 74 Skin Abnormalities body map (left) and skin abnormalities in the head region (right)

The bigger and brighter the dot, the longer the skin abnormality was noted by the system. The user
can zoom into specific areas of the body with the help of the icons. The back button on the top left
takes them back to the metabolism options page. Similarly, the brighter and redder the area shown
in the muscle tone body map, the more change that has been noticed in those regions by the system
since the last time mapping was done.
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The measurements and fat mass body maps show the percentage change in the respective metrics
since the last time each was measured by the system. Aevum requires a smart weight scale to be
connected to the system for the measurements, muscle mass and fat mass readings to be accurate.

Figure 75 Body measurements body map (left), muscle mass body map (center) and fat mass body map (right)

The nutrition page in the health puck provides the calories consumed by the user for the day or
week. There is also a graphic breakdown of the last meal measured by the health puck’s Raman
spectrometer. It shows the number of calories by food group from the last meal. The user can click
on meal history to get detailed breakdown on all their meals measured on the health puck.
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Figure 76 Health Puck Nutrition page (left) and Body temperature page (right)

The last metric measured by the health puck is body temperature. The information displayed is
like the blood oxygen levels.
Wristband

The homepage for the wristband is like the homepage of the health puck. Vitals measured by the
wristband can be seen on this page. The vitals measured include heart rate, resting heart rate,
recovery time and blood pressure.
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Figure 77 Wristband Vitals page (left) and Activity page (right)

It is different from the cardiac care measured by the health puck. Resting heart rate and Recovery
are excellent measures of cardiac health. The user can scroll down to see their blood pressure. The
user can also know their running and walking heart rate among other vital metrics. The activity
page has information on the distance covered by the user, the number of steps taken, floors
climbed, minutes active among other information. The information can be seen for the past 24
hours, the past week or the past month. Badges such as “Best run of the week” can be seen to help
motivate the user to maintain an active lifestyle.
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Figure 78 Wristband Physical Pain page

The Physical pain page is like the metabolism page. Pain is shown graphically by area, with a line
graph illustrating the pain level. The user can choose the number of data points shown on the graph.
The pain icon pops up a body map showing the various pain points in the body in a color gradient.
The user can shift between the front and back views of the body by clicking the icon on the bottom
left. The back button brings them back to the pain homepage.
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Figure 79 Physical Pain body map front (left) and rear (right)

The nutrition page in the wristband works off the bio impedance sensor and provides data on the
calories consumed, calories burned and the hydration level of the user. The user can click on each
window to get detailed information. The final metric measured by the wristband is Anxiety.
Anxiety is illustrated by ‘Mood Rating’. Mood rating is a calculation of restlessness, heart rate,
idle time and GPS tracking. As the user continues to use Aevum, the system will be able to
determine if the user is stress eating and use that also to calculate the ‘Mood Rating’. There are
three levels of mood rating; a) 1-4 is bad, b) 5-7 is normal and c) 8-10 is elated. The mood rating
can be seen for the week or month. The user can click the anxiety icon to get detailed information
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Figure 80 Wristband Nutrition page (left) and Anxiety page (right)

Interaction with Doctor

The user can share information with the doctor from each of the metric windows, from the share
button near the doctor’s name in the user profile or by starting a chat with the doctor. The chat
window lets the user to converse with the doctor and share health data, record voice messages or
send photos. In the example below, the user sends a few texts about his toe pain and shares his pill
management data, hydration level data and a photo of his toe. The doctor can diagnose the user
and send a prescription to the user’s pharmacy.
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Figure 81 Chat window with doctor

The attachment icon in the bottom of the screen is used to share data with the doctor. The user is
taken to a landing page with different categories of information. They choose the category they
want to share where the different metrics measured under that category are shown. The metric to
be shared with doctor is then selected. The user can then choose the period of information they
want to share, before sharing it. In the example below, the doctor has asked for the user’s
hydration level data for the past week. The user clicks the paper clip icon, chooses ‘Nutrition’ in
the following page and the ‘Body Hydration’ metric under nutrition. The user chooses the week
option and shares the data.
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Figure 82 Sharing main page (left), Nutrition metrics sharing page (center) and Body hydration metric sharing page (right)

Doctor’s End

The application on the doctor’s end is also similar. The doctor has a dashboard where information
is categorized by user. The doctor’s profile will list some basic information on the doctor such as
specialty and insurance accepted, which can be edited later if necessary. It will also list the various
patients who come under the doctor’s supervision. The doctor can directly reach the chat window
with the patient by clicking on the message icon below the patient’s name. The chat window is
like the one we saw on the user’s end. The doctor can see if the patient has seen a message or not.
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Figure 83 Aevum Doctor’s app dashboard (left) and Doctor’s profile page (right)

The settings window is again like the user’s settings window with 5 options;
a) FAQs – Frequently Asked Questions to help the doctor navigate through the app easily
b) Appointments – Calendar with the doctor’s previous and upcoming appointments
c) Billing – Billing functionality connected to the insurance providers
d) Connectivity – Connecting to the patient’s Aevum devices to get information collected on
the patient
e) Terms & Conditions – Terms and Conditions about using Aevum.
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Figure 84 Chat window with patient (left), Settings menu (center) and Connectivity page (right)

As mentioned earlier, the patient can book an appointment with the doctor via the app. They can
then share the data with the doctor an hour before the appointment from the app or by letting the
doctor connect to the device. The ‘Connectivity’ screenshot above shows how the doctor would
connect with the patient’s device. The doctor can search for a new device if it is not detected by
the app by clicking the magnifying glass icon. When the connection icon to the right of the
patient’s device becomes opaque white from transparent gray, it means the doctor is connected to
the patient’s device and can access the patient’s data with an interface like the one the patient
uses.
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Chapter V - Conclusion
The aim was simple, it was to improve patient-doctor conversations by empowering the patients
and by providing the doctors with data collected over time in non-clinical settings. The study
looked at the most successful health monitoring products available in the market today and it was
discovered that they did not do anything more than activity tracking. They did not provide any
insight to consumers nor did they provide any support to the doctors (unless they too owned the
same device).
We are heralding a new era in health monitoring technology. It is possible now to unobtrusively
monitor several metrics that can help with early detection of several life-threatening conditions.
Most health monitoring device manufacturers do not differ in features from one another and this
is holding back technologies that could really help people from ever seeing the light of day. The
most significant achievement by Apple, has been in developing the “Health Kit”. The Apple Health
kit connects the several health monitoring devices available into one system by adhering to
protocols set by the company. This is a great move and, yet it does not do anything more than bring
all the data under one application on their devices. It does not help the average consumer with any
qualitative measurement nor does it help any doctor with greater insight about their patient.
Consumers are not just seeking a constant stream of quantitative output from sensors that are
housed in today’s devices. They want the data to give them context, they want qualitative
information that provides positive reinforcement, nudges them to develop good habits and makes
them aware of their shortcomings. Consumers adopt devices that unobtrusively measures data and
don’t want to be bothered with manual data entry. Doctors are looking for the quantitative output
from sensors. They are looking for information on what triggered their patient’s condition or are
looking for ways to ease their conversation with their patients. It is up to the designers and product
developers of today to strike the right balance between a living device that grows and adapts to
their consumer’s needs and at the same time provides the quantitative information that doctors
need.
It is important now to empower people with regards to their health. People are always making
lifestyle changes to stay healthy and the ideal way to empower them is to provide them with tools
or technology that will help them understand the impact of the changes they make. Empowering
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users allows them to face their fears with confidence, allows them to converse better with their
doctors and ask the right questions. They can remember the advice from the doctors better if they
become equals in the conversation, not if it is a one-way street and they are spoken down to.
Doctors will have an easier time and can concentrate on treating the patient’s condition at hand
than fear being judged by their patients.
Empowering the patient also requires prolonged and holistic monitoring and tracking of an
individual’s health. A wristband that functions as an activity tracker might be useful for the
millennial, but America is getting far too old far too quickly. Sensors and other electronic devices
have become cheaper and can accurately measure a great range of modalities. The tail end of the
baby boom generation will soon become the elderly and they are not averse to technology. We
should provide them with a system that will bring under its umbrella the various products in the
market, develop heuristic algorithms that learn from each activity or interaction the user has with
the environment around them, throw the latest and best artificial intelligence and machine learning
modules at this problem easing the access to healthcare.
The time is ripe to move towards holistic health monitoring. Smart home health monitoring can
help empower the elderly to take control of their lives and lessen the burden on the healthcare
system. Aevum aims to do this exactly. It is a system comprised of two components, a home-based
health puck and a wristband. It derives quantitative information as output from the various sensors
and technologies built into it and converts them into qualitative insight for the user to act on. It has
heuristic algorithms built in to save information tracked from the time it is setup and learns about
user’s actions and motives from the information. The insights provided are highly personalized for
each user.
Unobtrusive measuring using the latest in high definition imaging and sensor technology, useful
insights on user behavioral patterns, constantly learning from the user about them and growing
with them coupled with medical infrastructure integration are some of the trademarks of Aevum.
The next step would ideally be to build this proposed into a working prototype and test.
We must admit that we have erred in our attempts to empower the common man with regards to
his health and well-being. This admission can help us engender our efforts to designing and
developing better products as opposed to meaningless commercials. Only such a product can help
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in the true empowerment of not just the individual but also the complex system that encompasses
healthcare. This thesis seeks to be a starting block and hopes to bring about the congruence of
talents and technologies from across disciplines for an exciting and wondrous opportunity to serve
the people of this world.
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